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ABSTRACT 1 

Microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) technology is a promising bioelectrochemical hydrogen 2 

production technology that utilizes anodic bio-catalytic oxidation and cathodic reduction 3 

processes. MECs require a lower external energy input than water electrolysis; however, as 4 

they also require the application of external power sources, this inevitably renders MEC 5 

systems a less sustainable option. This issue is the main obstacle hindering the practical 6 

application of MECs. Therefore, this review aims to introduce a self-sustainable MEC 7 

technology by combining conventional MECs with advanced carbon-neutral technologies, 8 

such as solar-, microbial-, osmotic-, and thermoelectric-powers (and their combinations). 9 

Moreover, new approaches to overcome the thermodynamic barriers and attain self-sustaining 10 

MECs are discussed in detail, thereby providing a working principle, current challenges, and 11 

future perspective in the field. This review provides comprehensive insights into reliable 12 

hydrogen production as well as the latest trends towards self-sustainable MECs for practical 13 

application. 14 

 15 

Keywords: Biohydrogen; Microbial electrolysis cell; Self-sustainable; Photo-assisted microbial 16 
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 18 
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 20 
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1. Introduction  1 

Securing carbon-neutral energy sources that can practically replace fossil fuels is required 2 

for the sustainable development of humanity. Although renewable energy sources such as wind, 3 

solar, and tidal powers are highly attractive options owing to their inexhaustible nature, the 4 

supply fluctuation and instability of their sources due to weather-dependent characteristics 5 

hinder them from becoming mainstream energy producers (Rousseau et al., 2020). Conversely, 6 

the utilization of hydrogen gas, a carbon-neutral carrier, may reduce such instability and 7 

fluctuation concerns because of the presence of various production routes and relative ease of 8 

storage and transport compared with the aforementioned renewable energies (Acar & Dincer, 9 

2020). However, the major production route of most commercial hydrogen is paradoxically 10 

extracted from fossil fuels through a steam reforming process, which discharges carbon dioxide 11 

during the production process (Hosseini & Wahid, 2016). Therefore, in order to exploit 12 

environmentally friendly hydrogen energy, sustainable and economical methods of green 13 

hydrogen production must be realized. 14 

To date, water electrolysis and several biological technologies, such as dark/photo-15 

fermentation, gasification, micro-algae-based methods, and bioelectrochemical systems, have 16 

been developed and studied for effective green hydrogen production. These technologies are 17 

expected to aid in establishing a feasible hydrogen economy and include microbial electrolysis 18 

cells (MECs). MECs are versatile bioelectrochemical tools with the ability to convert organic 19 

carbons or CO2 into valuable chemicals (Bajracharya et al., 2017) (Fig. 1(a) and (b)). It is one 20 

of the most attractive future green hydrogen production technologies because it not only 21 

produces higher hydrogen yield compared with other biological technologies but also requires 22 

a significantly lower external energy input (theoretically > 0.14 V), even compared to water 23 

electrolysis (> 1.2 V) (Kim et al., 2015b; Rousseau et al., 2020). In addition, as MECs can 24 

produce hydrogen using various types of organic wastewater as a substrate, it has the advantage 25 
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of treating pollutants. Thus, this is a technology that can use waste to produce highly demanded 1 

hydrogen. Owing to those merits, MECs have progressively drawn research interest since their 2 

introduction in 2008 (Liu et al., 2005). 3 

However, several major obstacles need to be overcome for commercial hydrogen 4 

production using MEC technology (Fig. 1(c)). First, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on 5 

plain cathode materials is very slow, requiring a high overpotential to drive hydrogen 6 

production. In order to enhance hydrogen generation and decrease this cathode overpotential, 7 

a precious catalyst is used on the cathode surface (Conway & Jerkiewicz, 2002). To date, 8 

platinum is the best-investigated catalyst for HER due to its high catalytic activity. However, 9 

because of its high cost, fast poisoning by cations, and short lifetime, its application is restricted 10 

on the practical scale (Ivanov et al., 2017). Therefore, using a highly catalytic, scalable, and 11 

cost-effective alternative cathode catalyst is essential for the practical application of MEC 12 

(Yuan & He, 2017). In this regard, transition metals are receiving growing interest as an 13 

effective alternative catalyst for cathodic HER due to their abundant availability, low cost, and 14 

low toxicity to microbes (Hrapovic et al., 2010). Currently, the most widespread base materials 15 

used in electrodes are carbonaceous in nature with the properties of high conductivity, large 16 

surface area, and excellent biocompatibility. They include materials such as carbon paper, 17 

carbon felt, granular graphite, and carbon cloth (Logan et al., 2008). However, catalyst-loaded 18 

cathodes account for over 47% of the total cost of MECs, and the high cost and poor wettability 19 

of these materials are problematic (Rozendal et al., 2008a). To address this issue, biocathodes 20 

have been introduced as an alternative and inexpensive electrode material; microorganisms 21 

exploit the cathode surface as an electron acceptor to catalyze the HER by combining generated 22 

protons and electrons to form hydrogen (Jafary et al., 2015). The bioreaction mechanism and 23 

extracellular electron transfer (EET) process have been previously reported by Rozendal et al. 24 

(2008b). Furthermore, many researchers have studied the performance of MECs based on 25 
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different types of biocathodes (Jafary et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2019). The results reveal a 1 

significant decrease in overpotential with a dramatic improvement in cell performance in terms 2 

of hydrogen production yield, start-up time, and cathodic hydrogen recovery. However, the 3 

large-scale efficacy of biocathodes as an efficient and low-cost alternative electrode material 4 

remains unproven, despite the identified potential of this material. 5 

Moreover, there is a lack of proper cell design and scale-up for MECs. Typical MEC 6 

configurations are classified into two-chambered and membrane-less single chambered types. 7 

In the two-chambered configuration, the presence of a proton exchange membrane (PEM) 8 

prevents the transfer of wastewater solution from the anode to the cathode chambers, while 9 

simultaneously reducing the hydrogen diffusion from the cathode to the anode (Daud et al., 10 

2015), thereby correspondingly increasing hydrogen purity produced at the cathode. Although 11 

the PEM plays a vital role, its high internal resistance and expensive cost have encouraged 12 

research regarding membrane-less systems (Ruiz et al., 2016). From an economic perspective, 13 

a single chambered system is highly recommended as it does not require an expensive PEM 14 

that occupies more than 25% of MEC capital cost. However, there is no clear choice in the 15 

optimum cell design for practical use that comprehensively considers hydrogen generation 16 

efficiency, the purification cost of the produced gases, undesirable gas and substrate crossovers, 17 

and the initial investment cost. 18 

Furthermore, undesirable methanogenesis, which commonly occurs, is another challenge 19 

of MECs for hydrogen production. As methanogens and exoelectrogens have similar growth 20 

environments and compete for limited substrates, methanogens also actively grow in MECs by 21 

consuming substrate, thereby causing methane production instead of hydrogen and reducing 22 

the overall hydrogen yield (Chae et al., 2010). Regarding hydrogen production, one mole of 23 

methane production equals 8 moles of electron loss, which is equivalent to 4 moles of hydrogen 24 

gas. Although it has been shown that the selective inhibition of methanogens is possible using 25 
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2-bromoethanesulfonate at concentrations as low as 286 µM, methanogenic electron loss is still 1 

an important issue for the long term stable operation of hydrogen-producing MECs (Chae et 2 

al., 2010; Park et al., 2019).  3 

Finally and most importantly, the need for an external power supply due to the 4 

thermodynamically unspontaneous nature of hydrogen evolution and various forms of potential 5 

loss is a major limitation in making hydrogen-producing MECs a self-sustainable technology 6 

(further detailed in section 2). The theoretically required potential to form hydrogen gas at the 7 

cathode chamber is 0.114 V (in case of acetate), however, previous studies have reported a 8 

range of 0.5 – 0.9 V as a typically applied potential (Table 1), clearly demonstrating 0.25 V as 9 

the minimum requirement to obtain reasonable current densities and hydrogen generation rates 10 

of MECs on a practical scale (Ivanov et al., 2017). In addition, the spectrum of substrates that 11 

can be degraded in MECs is another concern because anodic exoelectrogens show low 12 

biodegradability toward complex carbon sources (e.g., wastewater, sludge, cellulosic 13 

compounds etc.). MECs achieve high hydrogen production yield with simple carbon sources, 14 

such as acetate and glucose, but lower yields when fed complex carbon sources (Kim et al., 15 

2015b). 16 

In order to resolve these critical obstacles, previous studies have made considerable efforts 17 

regarding MEC design (Hu et al., 2008), including economical and high-performance electrode 18 

materials and cathode catalysts (Choi et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017), inexpensive, highly 19 

selective PEMs (Chae et al., 2014), methanogenic electron loss controls (Chae et al., 2010; 20 

Park et al., 2019), coupling MECs with other wastewater treatment technologies for enhancing 21 

hydrogen production (Lu et al., 2009), and powering MECs with alternative energy sources 22 

(Chae et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2016; Kim & Logan, 2011a; Sun et al., 2009). In addition, with 23 

increasing interest in MEC technology, the number of review papers covering state-of-the-art 24 

hydrogen-producing MECs have also been steadily increasing. These review papers tried to 25 
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comprehensively address the principles, research progress, and challenges, while others 1 

specifically focused on electrode materials and catalysts (Jafary et al., 2015; Yuan & He, 2017), 2 

biocatalyst and methanogen inhibition (Hasany et al., 2016; Kadier et al., 2018), cell 3 

configuration and scale-up (Escapa et al., 2016; Kadier et al., 2016; Katuri et al., 2019), 4 

coupling with other processes (Bakonyi et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018), substrate spectrum 5 

(Kadier et al., 2014), membrane biofouling (Koók et al., 2019), and operation conditions for 6 

start-up (Kumar et al., 2017).  7 

Due to the inherent thermodynamic limitation (i.e., requiring external power supply), self-8 

sustainability is the most critical prerequisite for the practical application of MEC technology 9 

and the enhancement of its economic viability. However, to date, no dedicated review paper 10 

has intensively addressed sustainably powering MECs via coupling with carbon-neutral 11 

renewable energy generation processes. Even the aforementioned review papers regarding 12 

MEC coupled systems only address the simple combination of MECs with biological energy 13 

recovery processes, such as dark fermentation (DF) and anaerobic digestion (AD), to improve 14 

hydrogen production yield. Therefore, the aim of this review is to comprehensively discuss the 15 

technological progress and future possibilities of MECs for self-sustainable hydrogen 16 

generation via coupling with diverse carbon-neutral technologies. 17 

Herein, to identify the groundwork for discussion, the general background is introduced 18 

to explain the thermodynamic barrier for hydrogen production through MECs. Then, to provide 19 

insights to those looking for economically feasible MECs, currently available self-sustainable 20 

MECs are addressed by introducing diverse MEC systems that are coupled with carbon-neutral 21 

sources, such as solar, osmotic, thermoelectric, and microbe powers. Finally, the potential for 22 

the practical application of self-sustainable MECs at a large scale is discussed. This review will 23 

help researchers understand how to overcome the thermodynamic barriers for biohydrogen 24 
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generation without external input and will also provide future research directions toward self-1 

sustainable MEC systems. 2 

 3 

Fig. 1 4 

 5 

Table 1 6 

 7 

2. Fundamentals and limitations 8 

An MEC comprises an anode, cathode, and membrane (if it exists), which separates the 9 

two electrode chambers (Fig. 1(a) and (b)). Usually, in the anode chamber of an MEC, the 10 

active microorganisms in wastewater oxidize the wastewater’s organic substrates (e.g., glucose 11 

and acetate) into CO2, producing electrons (e-) and protons (H+) (Liu et al., 2005) (Table 2). 12 

Equation (1) describes the anodic reaction when acetate is oxidized. 13 

The produced electrons are transferred to the cathode via the external circuit, while the 14 

generated protons are transferred directly to the cathode; here, they combine with electrons to 15 

form hydrogen gas as a final product, as shown in Eq. (2). 16 

Anodic oxidation:  17 

CH3COO- + 4H2O → 2HCO3
- + 9H+ + 8e-, (E = -0.3 V vs. NHE at pH = 7).   (1) 18 

Cathodic hydrogen evolution:  19 

8H+ + 8e− → 4H2 , (E = -0.414 V vs. NHE at pH 7).          (2) 20 

Overall reaction of MEC:  21 

CH3COO + 4H2O→2HCO3
− + H+ + 4H2.                               (3) 22 

MECs enable a theoretical maximum hydrogen yield of 4 mol/mol from acetate. However, 23 

a higher theoretical hydrogen yield of 12 mol/mol can be achieved using glucose (Selembo et 24 
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al., 2009). An MEC can produce a threefold increase in hydrogen gas from 1 mol of glucose 1 

compared with DF, as expressed in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) (Łukajtis et al., 2018). 2 

Hydrogen production from glucose: 3 

MEC: C6H12O6 + 12H2O → 6CO2 + 12H2                                       (4) 4 

DF: C6H12O6 + 4 H2O → 2CH3COO- + 2HCO3
- + 4H2 + 4H+                        (5) 5 

However, to achieve HER in MECs, it is necessary to overcome the endothermic barrier; 6 

the value (i.e., the overall cell potential) of the endothermic barrier of HER in an MEC can be 7 

calculated based on the electric potentials of the anodic oxidation and cathodic reduction 8 

obtained using the Nernst equation. 9 

𝐸𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (−0.414 𝑉) − (−0.300 𝑉) = −0.114 𝑉. (6) 10 

This negative value signifies that spontaneous HER is not possible. Consequently, in 11 

theory, an external voltage of at least 0.114 V must be added to the MEC system to drive the 12 

HER (Fig. 2(a)). Practically, an applied voltage higher than the calculated value (0.114 V) is 13 

required to overcome ohmic loss, activation loss, and the mass transport limitation of the MEC 14 

(Fig. 2(b)). 15 

The potential loss of an MEC can be divided between the overpotentials of the electrodes 16 

and ohmic loss of the system, which includes the ionic and electronic transfer resistance. Thus, 17 

the real applied potential for hydrogen generation in an MEC is calculated based on the 18 

following:  19 

𝐸𝑎𝑝 = 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜 − (η𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 + η𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 + η𝑜ℎ𝑚), (7) 20 

where 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜  is the theoretical thermodynamic voltage, η𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒  and η𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒  are the 21 

overpotentials of the cathode and anode, respectively, and ηohm is the overall ohmic loss of the 22 

system (Reguera et al., 2005). 23 

Previous studies have reported a range of 0.6 – 0.9 V as an applied potential for the 24 

hydrogen generation of an MEC using exoelectrogens (Table 1). This varied value is due to 25 
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the different conditions of the MEC system, such as cell configuration, bacteria activity, 1 

electrode properties, PEM selectivity, and concentration of organic substrate in wastewater 2 

solution. According to the previous evaluations of MEC energy consumption, when an MEC 3 

operates with an applied voltage of 0.8 V, it was estimated that this external power input could 4 

occupy over 94% of the total energy requirement, followed by approximately 5% of the 5 

pumping system (Zou & He, 2018). In addition, regarding life cycle assessment, the global 6 

warming potential of MECs is significantly affected by the amount of external energy input 7 

(Chen et al., 2019). Therefore, MECs need to be coupled with carbon-neutral renewable energy 8 

production technologies in order to realize sustainable hydrogen production. 9 

 10 

Table 2 11 

 12 

Fig. 2 13 

 14 

3. Self-sustainable processes 15 

Hydrogen is an attractive option as a future energy source because it does not emit 16 

carbon dioxide during its combustion, and its combustion is highly exothermic. However, 17 

current hydrogen production processes rely on the extraction of fossil fuels (i.e., steam 18 

reforming) and consume large amounts of energy. Therefore, despite the great value of 19 

hydrogen fuel, it is necessary to consider the effectiveness of current production methods. An 20 

MEC is considered an ideal hydrogen production method due to the many advantages 21 

differentiated from traditional routes, such as DF, water electrolysis, and steam reforming. 22 

However, there are still many challenges that must be solved, of which the most critical issue 23 

is the need for an external energy supply to evolve hydrogen via MECs due to 24 

thermodynamically unspontaneous nature. To solve such an external power dependence 25 
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problem, as shown in Fig. 3, this section details the diverse convergences of new energy 1 

providing technologies as external energy inputs that are currently being used or that can be 2 

applied in the future to make MECs more sustainable. These approaches will help uncover a 3 

new pathway for developing MEC technology as a globally practical solution for reliable 4 

hydrogen production at a large scale. 5 

 6 

Fig. 3 7 

 8 

3.1. Solar-assisted  9 

As previously stated, the need for an external voltage decreases the overall energy recovery 10 

ratio, making MEC scalability very difficult, which hinders its potential as an attractive and 11 

cost-effective technique for hydrogen production (Carlotta-Jones et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2019). 12 

The use of renewable energy to provide this required voltage is a promising approach for the 13 

sustainable generation of biohydrogen without additional cost. Among different sources of 14 

renewable energy, including wind, biological, nuclear, and geothermal, solar energy is the most 15 

promising, cleanest, efficient, and cost-effective source. Moreover, the solar radiation that 16 

comes to the Earth is mostly sufficient to fulfill annual human energy needs. To date, solar-17 

assisted MECs have been developed by coupling a conventional MEC with photosynthetic 18 

bacteria, semiconductor photoelectrodes, solar cells, or photoelectrochemical cells (PECs) 19 

(Fischer, 2018; Wang et al., 2014). In these systems, solar energy is utilized as the main source 20 

of extra electrons that are required to overcome the thermodynamic barrier and facilitate 21 

biohydrogen generation. Consequently, these systems create new opportunities for recovering 22 

the chemical energy in wastewater for hydrogen production without the addition of an external 23 

voltage. For example, a p-type semiconductor with a conduction band level that has a more 24 
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negative potential than -0.42 V can be used to produce hydrogen via photo-excited electrons 1 

(Jeon et al., 2018). However, the solar cells in solar-assisted MECs can be integrated externally 2 

with the MEC or they can be self-biased, as summarized in Table 3. 3 

 4 

3.1.1. Hybridizing with solar power  5 

Solar energy has massive potential as a clean, inexpensive, and sustainable renewable 6 

energy source, and it can be utilized through photothermal, photovoltaic, and photocatalytic 7 

approaches (El-Khouly et al., 2017). As a type of photovoltaic device, the PEC can convert 8 

solar radiation into useful energy via photoelectrodes (usually semiconductors) (Zhang et al., 9 

2018), which provide the MEC with the required bias. As a next-generation photovoltaic 10 

technology, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) convert sunlight into electricity under ambient 11 

light conditions (Cole et al., 2019). DSSCs are assembled using inexpensive materials, which 12 

can achieve a further reduction in the operating and capital costs for hydrogen production. Solar 13 

assisted MECs are of interest because they can produce hydrogen without or with low applied 14 

bias, which could, in theory, be more cost effective than other techniques. A DSSC successfully 15 

powers an MEC for hydrogen production by converting the sunlight to electrical energy, which 16 

is used as a bias (Chae et al., 2009) as shown in Fig 4(a). In a DSSC-assisted MEC, the 17 

produced electrons on the anode of the MEC flow through the DSSC, thus they are energized 18 

by the light, and finally, the excited electrons transfer to the MEC cathode to produce hydrogen 19 

(Ajayi et al., 2010). A DSSC is capable of producing an open-circuit voltage of > 0.6 V to 20 

power an MEC, generating 400 mmol hydrogen with a cathode recovery efficiency of 78% 21 

over 5 h of operation (Ajayi et al., 2009). Furthermore, a DSSC was used to supply the external 22 

voltage for a platinum catalyst-free cathode based-MEC, showing significant improvement in 23 

hydrogen production (Chae et al., 2009). To date, very few articles have been published on 24 

DSSC-assisted MEC. Thus, more studies are required to provide a comprehensive investigation 25 
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into DSSC-MEC systems and their viability for hydrogen production. Recently, dye-sensitized 1 

photoelectrochemical cells (DSPECs) have been used in water splitting for hydrogen 2 

production. The DSPECs are dependent on the architecture of the DSSCs. The membrane in 3 

the DSPECs is used to separate the anode and cathode to facilitate the separation of photo-4 

generated hydrogen and oxygen (Zhang et al., 2019). However, the generation of hydrogen 5 

without bias could be enhanced by modifying the DSPECs’ architecture, e.g., including 6 

adaptations such as photo-bioanodes to create a new configuration of DSSC-assisted MECs. 7 

 8 

3.1.2. Microbial PEC 9 

Microbial PECs (MPECs) are a state-of-the-art technology that produce sustainable 10 

biohydrogen via the light-aided synergistic microbial conversion of organic waste. MECs 11 

combine the powerful properties of light and microbial action to generate hydrogen at a low 12 

bias (Kitpipit, 2011).  13 

a) Photocathode MPECs 14 

Coupling a photocathode with a bio-anode is considered as one of the most promising 15 

approaches to integrate bioenergy and solar energy. In MPECs, electrons are electrochemically 16 

produced from organic substances by active microorganisms on the microbial- or bio-anode. 17 

Then, these electrons are transferred to the photocathode, usually semiconductors. The 18 

photocathode (semiconductor) absorbs a photon from the sunlight, producing electrons and 19 

holes at its conduction-band (CB) and valence-band (VB), respectively (Zheng et al., 2020) 20 

(Fig. 4(b)). The electrons produced at the CB of the photocathode are used to drive the 21 

hydrogen reduction reaction, while the electrons produced at the bio-anode are transferred to 22 

fill the holes at the VB of the photocathode (He et al., 2014). The bandgap of the robust 23 

photocathode should be narrow with appropriate band levels for the HER (Liao et al., 2019). 24 
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The HER can use various photocatalytic materials, among which, Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has 1 

drawn considerable attention as effective photocatalyst for hydrogen generation in various 2 

systems due to its high photocatalytic activity, stability, low cost, and nontoxicity (Sabeeh et 3 

al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018). TiO2 has a conduction band of -0.5 V at a pH of 7, which is 4 

reasonable to drive H+ reduction to hydrogen (E0(H+/H2) = -0.41 V at pH = 7) (Dimitrijevic et 5 

al., 2011; He et al., 2014). Without applying an external bias, a hydrogen production yield of 6 

3.5 µmol/h was obtained when TiO2 was used as a photocathode under UV-irradiation (He et 7 

al., 2014), and 4.4 µL/h of hydrogen was produced when n-type TiO2 was used as a 8 

photocathode (Chen et al., 2013). Moreover, TiO2-coated nickel foam exhibited good 9 

performance as a photocathode material of PMECs under UV irradiation by applying 0.8 V as 10 

an external voltage, wherein a significant enhancement was exhibited for both of the dye 11 

degradation and hydrogen generation and 9.42 mL/h of hydrogen were generated when 50 12 

mg/L dye concentration was used in the PMEC system (Hou et al., 2017b). Despites the 13 

advantages of TiO2 as a photocatalyst material, its wide bandgap limits its application and 14 

decreases its ability for light absorption. Therefore, extreme efforts have been conducted to 15 

develop alternative catalysts that have high photo catalytic activity, good stability, and narrow 16 

band gaps. Conversely, the narrow bandgap (2.0 eV) of cuprous oxide (Cu2O), in addition to 17 

its low cost and abundance, makes it a promising p-type semiconductor as it captures a more 18 

significant percentage of visible light (Jang & Lee, 2019). For example, using a p-type Cu2O 19 

nanowire-arrayed as a photocathode in an MPEC generated a 200 µA current at 0 bias under 20 

white light illumination of 20 mW/cm2. However, the hydrogen evolution was not monitored 21 

(Qian et al., 2010). Nevertheless, Cu2O is known for its instability, and during 22 

photoelectrochemical reactions, it can be reduced to Cu, limiting its application as a long term 23 

photocatalyst material of MPECs. To address this issue, coating Cu2O with thin-film materials 24 

has been proposed. Further, previous studies have verified that co-catalysts could effectively 25 
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serve to catalyze the HER at the photocathode (Hou et al., 2011). Thus p-type Cu2O was coated 1 

with MoS2 and used as a photocathode in an MPEC. The MoS2-coated p-type Cu2O 2 

photocathode exhibited high stability over 50 days with negligible degradation, and hydrogen 3 

generation reached a maximum yield of 2.72 m3H2m−3d−1 under visible light illumination and 4 

an applied external voltage of 0.8 V (Jeon et al., 2018). NiOx was used to enhance the stability 5 

of p-type Cu2O, wherein a thin film of NiOx was spin coated on the Cu2O photocathode (Liang 6 

et al., 2016). Both the influence of the NiOx film thickness and external voltage on hydrogen 7 

generation from an MPEC have been investigated. The results showed that MPEC systems with 8 

a Cu2O/NiOx photocathode exhibited a 4.7-fold increase in the current density (285.9 μA cm−2) 9 

compared with the Cu2O photocathode. In addition to enhancing the stability, the Cu2O/NiOx 10 

composite photocathode (with 240 nm film thickness of NiOx) generated 5.09 µL/h/cm2 of 11 

hydrogen gas under continuous light illumination and applying a 0.2 V external bias (Liang et 12 

al., 2016). However, the thickness of the NiOx layer exhibited a tradeoff between the 13 

photocurrent and stability of the cathode, meaning an increase in the NiOx layer thickness 14 

resulted in a decrease of the photocurrent and increase of the stability of the photocathode. 15 

Furthermore, the MoS3 modified p-type Si nanowire was applied as a photocathode for an 16 

MPEC, and the obtained results showed a significant enhancement of generated hydrogen. The 17 

MPEC exhibited a maximum power density of 71 mW/m2 and produced hydrogen with an 18 

evolution rate of 7.5 µmol/h·cm2 (normalized to the cathode area) under light illumination 19 

(Zang et al., 2014). Also, the MoS2/PDA/TiO2 photocathode exhibited high HER catalytic 20 

activity with low onset potential (Zeng et al., 2019) as the MoSx could enhance the HER 21 

catalytic activity by facilitating the hydrogen atoms to bind to the sulfur anions of the MoSx 22 

layers (Li et al., 2014a). In another approach, polyaniline nanofibers (PANInfs) showed high 23 

stability as a photocathode over 6 months of continuous hydrogen production under external 24 

voltage and visible light illumination (Jeon & Kim, 2016). Hou et al. (2017a) used a g-25 
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C3N4/BiOBr heterojunction photocathode to improve the azo dye degradation and 1 

simultaneously produce hydrogen in the MPEC system. Their results displayed that hydrogen 2 

generation yield was 143.8 L/m3·d at an external voltage of 0.8 V under simulated solar 3 

irradiation (Hou et al., 2017a). Further, the g-C3N4/CdS heterojunction photocathode showed 4 

good performance in removing the azo dye and simultaneously producing current, which makes 5 

it a promising candidate for hydrogen production (Hou et al., 2020). 6 

b) Photo-bioanode MPECs 7 

Moreover, few studies have discussed solar microbial photoelectrochemical systems based 8 

on photo-bioanodes, wherein bio energy and solar energy are combined at the same electrode 9 

(Pophali et al., 2020) (Fig. 4(c)). A photo-bioanode has two faces, one face (semiconductor) is 10 

exposed to light while the backside face is in contact with the exoelectrogenic microbes 11 

(Fischer, 2018). Light is absorbed by the semiconductor side of the photo-bioanode, generating 12 

electron−hole pairs, while the bacterial cells on the backside convert organic substance into 13 

electricity through biocatalysis. The produced electrons are then transferred to the cathode 14 

through an external circuit to drive the cathode reduction reaction (Qian et al., 2014), as shown 15 

in Fig. 4(c). For example, using a photo-bioanode that consists of two sides, a photocatalyst (a-16 

Fe2O3) and biocarbon material, accelerated biofilm formation, enriched exoelectrogens, and 17 

enhanced extracellular electron transfer (Feng et al., 2016). Recently, the metal-free CeO2-18 

rGO-based carbon film was used as a photo-bioanode, wherein the proposed system achieved 19 

a hydrogen evolution rate of 5 m3/m3/d under visible light irradiation and simultaneously 20 

treated the wastewater (Pophali et al., 2020). Furthermore, Zhu et al. (2017) used hematite 21 

nanowire-arrayed as a photoanode and engineered exoelectrogens (Shewanella oneidensis MR-22 

1), and they found that photocurrents and output power are enhanced at the visible light. 23 

To date, there are very few studies that use photo-bioanodes to generate hydrogen or 24 
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produce electricity. As a result, the corresponding role of photo-bioanodes in the generation of 1 

electricity are still undetermined. More research should be conducted regarding photo-2 

bioanodes, and the use of a composite electrode consisting of carbon materials and small 3 

bandgap semiconductors is a desirable objective. Further, an investigation surrounding how 4 

photo-bioanodes directly affect the hydrogen production rate is highly desirable. 5 

 6 

Table 3 7 

 8 

Fig. 4 9 

 10 

3.2. Hybridizing with other carbon-neutral technologies 11 

Beyond solar power, various renewable energy sources (e.g., salinity gradient power, wind 12 

power, and waste heat) possess great potential for enhancing the self-sustainability of MECs 13 

(Zhang & Angelidaki, 2014). The feasibility of utilizing some of these renewable energy 14 

sources as the external power source of MECs has already been investigated. Thus, this section 15 

provides the current status of research regarding coupling MEC with renewable energy 16 

generation technologies (i.e., DF, AD, thermoelectric generator (TEG), MFC, reverse 17 

electrodialysis (RED), and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO)) beyond solar power as the 18 

alternative power source for MECs. 19 

 20 

3.2.1. Dark fermentation/anaerobic digestion  21 

DF and AD processes can recover energy from carbon-rich organic waste in the form of 22 

hydrogen gas and/or biogas (Beegle & Borole, 2018; Chandrasekhar et al., 2020). When MECs 23 

are integrated into these biological processes, several advantages from the biological processes 24 
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can be utilized to enhance the self-sustainability of MECs (Fig. 5(a)). First, it is conceptually 1 

possible that the biofuel (i.e., hydrogen and methane) obtained from DF and AD is utilized to 2 

produce electricity for the MEC via gas turbine power generation system (e.g., combined heat 3 

and power (CHP)) or fuel cells (FCs). A feasibility evaluation of applying electrical power 4 

converted from biofuels to the power source of MECs has not yet been conducted, but it is 5 

expected that the use of biofuel-derived electrical power could contribute to creating a self-6 

sustainable coupled MEC system. 7 

Another available benefit from DF and AD is their volatile fatty acid (VFA)-rich effluent. 8 

During the operation of these biological processes, large quantities of VFAs are produced as 9 

metabolic intermediates (Chandrasekhar et al., 2020). MECs that are fed with highly complex 10 

carbon sources, such as wastewater and lignocellulose, demonstrate very low hydrogen 11 

conversion efficiencies due to the low biodegradability of such organic wastes by 12 

exoelectrogens. However, MECs fed with simple carbon sources, such as VFAs, exhibited 13 

much higher hydrogen production efficiencies (Zou & He, 2018). Thus, the VFA-rich effluent 14 

of DF and AD can be employed as a substrate to improve the hydrogen production efficiency 15 

of MECs. This improved hydrogen production is economically beneficial to MECs. Therefore, 16 

the hydraulic integration of DF/AD and MECs could also be a good strategy to enhance the 17 

sustainability of MECs. Consequently, many studies have investigated the feasibility of 18 

hydraulically coupled DF/AD and MEC systems that utilize VFAs (Lalaurette et al., 2009; Li 19 

et al., 2014b; Lu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). The aforementioned studies on DF/AD and 20 

MEC hybrid systems are summarized in Table 4. 21 

Finally, waste heat generated during the operation of AD processes can be converted into 22 

electricity for the external power input of MECs (Jain & He, 2020b). In this case, a TEG is 23 

required to transform waste heat into electrical power. In previous studies, TEG systems have 24 

been applied to supply the required electrical power to MECs from waste heat (Chen et al., 25 
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2016; Jain & He, 2020a; Jain & He, 2020b), which can be generated as a byproduct not only 1 

from AD processes but also various industrial processes. Note that the details of a TEG-MEC 2 

coupling system will be discussed in the following section 3.2.2. 3 

 4 

3.2.2 Thermoelectrically assisted  5 

A TEG is a device that directly captures energy from waste heat in the form of electricity. 6 

A TEG generally consists of a hot side (heat source) and cold side (heat sink), wherein 7 

electricity can be directly generated via heat flux from the hot to the cold side through the 8 

Seebeck effect (He et al., 2015). As TEGs have many merits, including long life expectancy, 9 

simplicity of structure, and no required maintenance (Jaziri et al., 2019), and a tremendous 10 

amount of heat waste (global waste heat potential: 13.372 TWh) is released globally (Forman 11 

et al., 2016), the utilization of waste heat via TEG is of great potential for the external power 12 

input of MECs. 13 

To date, only a few studies have investigated TEG-MEC coupling systems. In one, the 14 

feasibility of TEG for powering MECs was verified (Chen et al., 2016) (Fig. 5(b)). A TEG 15 

system stably generated electricity from heat, and an MEC successfully produced hydrogen 16 

(0.16 m3/m3/d of hydrogen production rate) with the assistance of TEG-generated electricity. 17 

In addition, recently, gaseous waste heat released from AD processes was utilized to produce 18 

electrical power using TEG to supply the required power input to MECs for hydrogen 19 

production (Jain & He, 2020b). In this study, sufficient electricity was produced by connecting 20 

four different TEG modules in series, and the MEC was powered by serially connected TEG 21 

modules, achieving a comparable hydrogen production yield (0.07 m3/m3/d at 0.56 V) to that 22 

powered by the power supply (0.09 m3/m3/d at 0.6 V). However, one issue that must be 23 
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addressed is the instability of electricity production due to the unstable heat transfer by 1 

providing flue gas as a heat source and air as a cold source in TEG modules. 2 

More recently, Jain and He (Jain & He, 2020a) attempted to further improve the hydrogen 3 

production performance of MECs not only electrically but also hydraulically, linking the anode 4 

chamber of an MEC and the cold side of a TEG. In this study, wastewater was recirculated 5 

from the TEG cold side to the MEC anode. By recirculating the wastewater, a stable cold source 6 

as well as warm wastewater can be secured. The stable cold source enhanced electricity 7 

generation in TEG, and the warm wastewater improved the electron harvesting from organic 8 

compounds via anode exoelectrogens. 9 

 10 

3.2.3 Microbially assisted  11 

MFCs and MECs have the same components, and structural and operational principles. 12 

However, MFCs can generate electricity from organic waste using a spontaneous redox 13 

reaction. The structural and operational similarity of MECs and MFCs may be beneficial in 14 

constructing an integrated system for simultaneous self-sustainable hydrogen production from 15 

wastewater. Thus, MFCs could be a good option for the required external power source for 16 

hydrogen production in MECs.  17 

Since 2008, a couple of studies have explored MFC-MEC hybrid systems, as summarized 18 

in Table 4. The concept of an MFC-MEC coupled system for self-sustainable H2 production 19 

was first proved by Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2008) (Fig. 5(c)). Further, Sun et al. (2009) (Sun et 20 

al., 2009) examined the effect of electrical circuit connections between MFCs (i.e., parallel and 21 

series) on the external power input in MFC-MEC coupled systems. They found that a higher 22 

power input can be supplied by connecting MFCs in series in MFC-MEC coupled systems. 23 

Although these studies successfully proved the concept of MFC-MEC hybrid systems, the 24 

utilization of acetate as a substrate remains to be a limitation. In order to employ a more 25 
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complex organic carbon source, such as cellulose, Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2011) hydraulically 1 

integrated a DF process with an MFC-MEC hybrid system to supply the effluent of a DF 2 

process. The two DF-effluent-fed MFCs connected in series generated a maximum voltage of 3 

0.43 V. With this supplied electrical power generated by the MFCs, the DF-effluent-fed MEC 4 

produced 0.48 m3/m3/d. Further, their study also demonstrated that the use of serially connected 5 

multiple MFCs was unable to effectively improve the electrical power input due to the voltage 6 

reversal. To overcome this, Hatzell et al. (2013) added a capacitor to the electrical circuit. The 7 

multiple MFCs charged the capacitor and the capacitor supplied electrical power to the MEC 8 

for hydrogen production. Thus, the MFC-capacitor-MEC hybrid system more stably provided 9 

external power for the hydrogen production of MECs compared to the MFC-MEC coupled 10 

system. 11 

3.2.4. Microbial reverse-electrodialysis assisted 12 

The salinity gradient is one of the promising renewable energy resources to replace fossil 13 

fuels use. Theoretically, approximately 2 TW of salinity gradient power is available worldwide 14 

at major sites where rivers meet the sea (Logan & Elimelech, 2012; Mei & Tang, 2018). In 15 

order to take advantage of the salinity gradient to power MECs for hydrogen production, a 16 

microbial reverse-electrodialysis electrolysis cell (MREC) is constructed by integrating a RED 17 

stack between the anode and cathode compartments of the MECs (Fig. 5(d)). The RED stack, 18 

which consists of pairs of anion exchange membranes (AEMs) and cation exchange 19 

membranes (CEMs), plays a role in capturing energy from the transport of anions and cations 20 

from high-concentration solutions (e.g., seawater) to low-concentration solutions (e.g., river 21 

water) driven by the concentration gradient across the equipped AEMs and CEMs (Mei & Tang, 22 

2018). The captured salinity gradient potential by the RED stack is exploited to overcome the 23 

thermodynamic barrier for cathodic water reduction reactions to produce hydrogen in an 24 

MREC. Thus, due to the assistance of the salinity-gradient energy from the RED stack, 25 
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hydrogen can be generated without an external power input in MRECs (Kim & Logan, 2011a). 1 

Note that a pair of AEM and CEM can theoretically produce up to 200 mV of potential (Kim 2 

& Logan, 2011b). 3 

One MREC study successfully demonstrated self-sustainable hydrogen production with 4 

salinity-driven energy generated from the concentration difference between 5 pairs of 5 

freshwater and seawater cells in a RED stack (Kim & Logan, 2011a). The RED stack supplied 6 

0.5 – 0.6 V of potential to the MREC, resulting in a hydrogen production rate of 1.6 m3/m3/d. 7 

Beyond the salinity gradient between the river water and seawater, the MREC also achieved a 8 

comparable hydrogen production rate of 1.6 m3/m3/d by harvesting salinity-gradient power 9 

from ammonium bicarbonate solutions. Ammonium bicarbonate salts are regenerated using 10 

waste heat via a distillation process for reuse in the MREC system. In addition, to evaluate the 11 

feasibility of the practical implementation of MRECs, MRECs were operated with fermented 12 

wastewater under a continuous flow mode. These MRECs equipped with RED stacks have ten 13 

cell pairs that exhibit a hydrogen production rate of 0.9 m3/m3/d with an anolyte hydraulic 14 

retention time of 8 h. Table 4 summarizes the selected previous MREC studies evaluated herein. 15 

 16 

3.2.5. Pressure retarded osmosis 17 

Similar to RED, PRO is a membrane-based technology that can harvest energy from the 18 

salinity gradient. However, PRO exploits the transport of water molecules from a low-19 

concentration solution to a high-concentration solution driven by osmotic pressure across a 20 

semipermeable membrane (Logan & Elimelech, 2012). Thus, the viability of coupling a PRO 21 

system with an MEC system for self-sustainable hydrogen production was examined (Yuan et 22 

al., 2015). The PRO-MEC coupled system proposed is presented in Fig. 5(e), wherein 23 

wastewater and seawater are utilized for the feed and draw solutions for the PRO. The feed and 24 

draw sides are hydraulically connected to the anode and cathode of the MECs, respectively. 25 
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The electricity produced by the PRO is supplied to the MEC to produce hydrogen, and the 1 

wastewater and seawater serve as the anolyte and catholyte of the MEC via the hydraulic 2 

connection between the PRO and MEC.  3 

In addition, the performance of the PRO-MEC hybrid system was predicted based on 4 

simulation data of the PRO and experimental data of an MEC (Yuan et al., 2015). The results 5 

predicted that the MEC could generate 32.8 mL of hydrogen at a hydrogen production rate of 6 

0.016 m3/m3/d with 578 J of electrical power supplied by the PRO. 7 

 8 

Table 4 9 

 10 

Fig. 5 11 

 12 

4. Perspectives  13 

The importance of hydrogen as a mainstream future energy is increasing considerably 14 

as the result of the rapid energy paradigm shifting from fossil fuels to renewable energy. In this 15 

regard, among various hydrogen production technologies, the MEC is considered to be one of 16 

the most promising approaches because it clearly demonstrates higher conversion efficiencies 17 

with high-purity hydrogen gas than other biological hydrogen production technologies (e.g., 18 

DF), and also has significantly less external energy requirements, even compared to hydrogen-19 

producing water electrolysis (Rousseau et al., 2020).  20 

In many lab-scale tests, MECs have successfully reached economically viable 21 

hydrogen production yield with low-molecular-carbon sources (Kim et al., 2015b). In addition, 22 

the self-sustainability of MECs has been improved through coupling with various new carbon-23 

neutral technologies, thereby helping MECs become a net zero CO2-emitting process for 24 

sustainable hydrogen production. However, regarding commercialization, most of the self-25 
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sustainable MECs are still in their infancy stage (i.e., the-proof-of-concept). For instance, even 1 

the most studied solar-powered MECs suffer from a lack of pilot-scale track records, and these 2 

self-sustainable hybrid MEC technologies show lower hydrogen yields than conventional MEC 3 

systems. 4 

To expand the use of such self-sustainable hybrid MECs, it is necessary to consider the 5 

following issues as well as the many constraints mentioned in section 1. First, each unit of the 6 

hybrid system should be optimized to maximize the synergistic effects as the MEC is coupled 7 

with a specific renewable external bias. Second, it is essential to secure the optimal cell design 8 

and scale-up technology through precise computational modeling or the operation of 9 

demonstration facilities. Finally, reliable techno-economic analyses should be performed to 10 

realize the economic feasibility using sufficient track records of scaled-up systems.  11 

Another important issue is the expansion of the range of applicable substrates to MECs. 12 

As shown in Fig. 6, pure substrates (e.g., acetate and glucose) are easily metabolized in MECs, 13 

exhibiting an excellent hydrogen yield, but complex substrates, such as sewage sludge, 14 

industrial wastewater, and cellulosic by-products, which are commonly encountered in daily 15 

life, are not easily utilized. According to a techno-economic assessment by Zou and He (2018), 16 

many wastewater-fed MECs exhibited negative net energy balances due to higher energy-17 

specific energy consumption than net energy recovery. However, utilizing wastewater with 18 

high initial levels of COD (> 1 g/L) could improve the positive net energy balance in MECs as 19 

well as reduce the cost of hydrogen production (Shemfe et al., 2018; Zou & He, 2018). 20 

Moreover, by employing biological or chemical pretreatments, significant results have been 21 

reported, stating that complex substrates can be easily converted into simpler forms, which are 22 

more affordable to exoelectrogens in MECs. For instance, a higher rate of hydrogen production 23 

(0.59 m3 H2/m3/d) was obtained even from recalcitrant lignocellulose by employing DF prior 24 

to the MECs; wherein easily biodegradable VFAs are allowed to be produced and then fed into 25 
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the subsequent MECs as a substrate (Lalaurette et al., 2009). Additionally, other biological 1 

energy recovery processes (e.g., photo fermentation and AD) in addition to DF can be 2 

combined with MECs to improve the energy recovery efficiencies of the cells (Mohanakrishna 3 

& Mohan, 2013; Mohanakrishna et al., 2010; Venkata Mohan et al., 2008). Integrating multiple 4 

biological processes in this way can collectively improve the net efficiencies of wastewater 5 

treatment and energy recovery from wastewater due to the increased productivity of hydrogen 6 

and other value-added products (methane and electricity) by metabolic diversity. 7 

(Mohanakrishna & Mohan, 2013). Further, it is expected that a significant improvement was 8 

achieved in hydrogen productivity when MECs were coupled with pyrolysis, wherein 9 

pyrolyzed switchgrass was successfully utilized, demonstrating a hydrogen production rate of 10 

4.3 L H2/L-day and 50.4 ± 3.2% of the hydrogen yield (Lewis et al., 2015).  11 

This section discussed the key challenges facing MEC technology and explored the 12 

actions required to commercialize self-sustainable MECs for hydrogen production. Currently, 13 

it is difficult to evaluate the potential for commercializing self-sustainable MECs; however, 14 

combining MECs with alternative power sources is undeniably an attractive strategy to 15 

simultaneously enhance the self-sustainability of MECs with a positive net energy balance and 16 

carbon footprint. Furthermore, the effective integration of MECs with other processes 17 

conceivably enhances the economic feasibility and practical viability of the technology. The 18 

resolution of the aforementioned issues would allow MEC technology to transition easily from 19 

laboratories to industrial settings; in the near future, MECs could play a pivotal role in 20 

sustainable hydrogen production, thereby aiding the establishment of a hydrogen-based society. 21 

 22 

Fig. 6 23 

 24 

5. Conclusions 25 
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MECs have been the focus of attention as a novel hydrogen production technique due 1 

to their high efficiency and potential for use in wastewater treatment; despite these advantages, 2 

the main challenge hindering the practical application of the technology is the requirement for 3 

external voltage. Therefore, this review comprehensively explored the integration of MECs 4 

with diverse carbon-neutral renewable energy sources as a solution for enabling self-powered 5 

MECs or, at least, establishing a system independent of fossil fuel electricity. In this regard, 6 

this paper considers hybrid photo-assisted MECs and other renewable energy MEC hybrid 7 

systems as promising approaches toward self-sustainable hydrogen production. 8 
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 1 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of (a) a single-chambered microbial electrolysis cell (MEC), (b) a 2 

two-chambered MEC for hydrogen production, and (c) their major challenges and core interests. 3 
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 1 

Fig. 2 (a) Theoretical required energy input for a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) for 2 

hydrogen production, and (b) actually required energy input for an MEC. The practically 3 

required energy input is much larger owing to the potential losses attributed to the different 4 

conditions of an MEC.  5 
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 1 

Fig. 3 Conceptual diagram of coupling microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) with carbon-neutral 2 

renewable energy technologies. 3 
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 1 

Fig. 4 Various solar-assisted microbial electrolysis cells (MECs). (a) Dye sensitized solar cell 2 

(DSSC)-MEC, (b) microbial photoelectrochemical cell (MPEC) with photocathode, and (c) 3 

MPEC with photo-bioanode. 4 
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 1 

Fig. 5 Microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) hybrid system for self-sustainable hydrogen 2 

production. (a) Dark fermentation/anaerobic digestion-MEC, (b) thermoelectric generator-3 

MEC (c) microbial fuel cell (MFC)-MEC, (d) microbial reverse-electrodialysis electrolysis cell 4 

(MREC), and (e) pressure retarded osmosis (PRO)-MEC. 5 
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 1 

Fig. 6 Hydrogen gas production rate of microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) depending on the 2 

substrate types. (Cheng & Logan, 2007; Cusick et al., 2010; Kiely et al., 2011; Lalaurette et al., 3 

2009; Lu et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2010; Tartakovsky et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2009; Wang et 4 

al., 2011; Wu et al., 2013). 5 
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Table 1. Applied potential of microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) based on wastewater and pure substrate. 1 

MEC configuration Substrate Applied 

potential (V) 

Coulombic 

efficiency (%) 

H2 production yield, 

(m3/m3/d) 

Cathodic 

H2 recovery (%) 

Energy input 

kWh m−3 

Reference 

Single chamber Sludge wastewater  0.9 78.89 0.038 15.56-20.05 - (Hu et al., 2018) 

Single chamber Dairy wastewater 0.7 24.00 0.200 - - (Hasany et al., 2017) 

Single chamber P-glycerol 0.5 56.00 0.8 ± 0.08 - - (Selembo et al., 2009) 

Two chamber Acetate  1.0 - 50.00 90 2.6  (Jeremiasse et al., 2010) 

Two chamber Acetate 0.6 64.00 1.10 - - (Cheng & Logan, 2007) 

Single chamber Milk 0.8 50 0.086 91 - (Montpart et al., 2015) 

Pilot‐scale MEC Domestic wastewater 0.6 55 0.015 70 2.3 (Heidrich et al., 2013) 

Single chamber Molasses wastewater 0.6 93 ± 2 2.27 ± 0.015 99 - (Wang et al., 2014b) 

Single chamber Glucose 0.5 127 ± 23 0.83 ± 0.18 55 - (Selembo et al., 2009) 

Single chamber Proteins 0.6 75.00 0.42 ± 0.07 87 2.6 (Lu et al., 2010) 

Two chamber Acetate 0.45 78 0.37 90 1 (Liu et al., 2005) 

Two chamber Acetate 0.5 92 0.02 57 1.9 (Rozendal et al., 2006) 

Two chamber Domestic wastewater 0.5 26 0.01 42 2.5 (Ditzig et al., 2007) 

Single chamber Acetate 0.8 - 3.12 96 1.7 (Call & Logan, 2008; Cheng & 

Logan, 2007) 

Single chamber Acetate 0.6 73 0.69 87 1.4 (Hu et al., 2008) 

Two chamber Glycerol 1.2 55 0.46 85 - (Badia-Fabregat et al., 2019) 

Two chamber  Vegetable wastewater 0.8 - 0.025 11.29 1.132 (Zhang et al., 2019a) 

Pilot‐scale MEC Urban wastewater 0.5 40.3 0.041 90 - (Chen et al., 2019) 

Two chamber Industrial wastewater 1.0 16.82 0.03 38.5 - (N et al., 2020) 
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Table 2. Anodic and cathodic electrochemical reactions possibly occurring in microbial 1 

electrolysis cells for hydrogen production (Oyiwona et al., 2017; Schröder, 2007; Selembo et 2 

al., 2009). 3 

Oxidant/reductant Redox Reaction Ea) (V) 

Anodic reaction (oxidation) 

CO2/Acetate CH3COO-+4H2O → 2HCO3
- + 9H++8e- -0.30 

CO2/Glucose C6H12O6 + 12H2O → 6CO2 + 24H++24e- -0.43 

CO2/ Formate HCOO- +2H2O→ HCO3
--+3H++2e- -0.43 

CO2/ Glycerol C3H8O3 + 3H2O → 3CO2 + 14H+ + 14e− - 

CO2/ Lactate C3H6O3 + 3H2O → 3CO2 + 12H+ + 12e− - 

CO2/ Propionate C3H6O2 + 4H2O → 3CO2 + 14H+ + 14e− - 

Cathodic reaction (reduction) 

H+/H2 2H+ + 2e− → H2 -0.42 

Standard electrode potential at pH 7   4 
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Table 3. Summary of selected previous studies on solar-assisted microbial electrolysis cells for 1 

H2 production. 2 

Coupled process MEC1) 

volume 

(mL) 

Substrate H2 production rate 

(m3/m3/d) 

Reference 

DSSC2)-MEC 200 Acetate 0.30 (Chae et al., 2009) 

DSSC-MEC 300 Acetate 0.14 (Ajayi et al., 2009) 

DSSC-MEC 300 Acetate 0.50 (Ajayi et al., 2010) 

MPEC3) with Cu2O 

nanowire photocathode 

30 - Max. current: 25-35 

μA (20 mW/cm2) 

(Qian et al., 2010) 

MPEC with TiO2 

photocathode 

- Acetate 4.4 μL/h (Chen et al., 2013) 

MPEC with TiO2 

photocathode  

400 Acetate 3.5 μmol/h (He et al., 2014) 

MPEC with MoS3-silicon 

nanowire photocathode 

215 Acetate 7.5 μmol/h/cm2 (Zang et al., 2014) 

MPEC with polyaniline 

nanofiber photocathode 

- Acetate 1.70  (Jeon & Kim, 2016) 

MPEC with Cu2O/NiOx 

photo cathode 

- Acetate 5.09 μL/h/cm2 (Liang et al., 2016) 

MPEC with g-C3N4/BiOBr 

photocathode 

145 Acetate 0.148 (Hou et al., 2017a) 

MPEC with TiO2 

photocathode 

145 Methyl 

orange 

+acetate 

113 mL (Hou et al., 2017b) 

MPEC with MoS2/Cu2O 

photo cathode 

15 Acetate 2.72 (Jeon et al., 2018) 

MPEC with polydopamine-

coated TiO2 nanotube 

photocathode 

45 Acetate 4.32 (Zeng et al., 2019) 

MPEC with hematite 

nanowire-arrayed 

photoanode 

- Lactate Photocurrent: 95 

μA/cm2 

(Zhu et al., 2017) 

MPEC with CeO2-

rGO/carbon film 

photoanode 

400 Wastewater 5 m3/m3/d (Eap 
4) = 

1.0 V)  

(Pophali et al., 2020) 

1) MEC: Microbial electrolysis cell; 2) DSSC: Dye sensitized solar cell; 3) MPEC: Microbial 3 
photoelectrochemical cell; 4) Eap: Applied voltage 4 

5 
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Table 4. Selected previous studies on MEC hybrid systems with renewable energy sources to 1 

enhance self-sustainability. 2 

Coupled process MEC1) 

volume 

(mL) 

Substrate H2 production rate 

(m3/m3/d) 

Reference 

Dark fermentation-MEC1) 26 Molasses 

wastewater 

1.41 (Eap
2) = 0.6 V) (Lu et al., 2009) 

DF3)- MEC 28 Cellulose 1.0  (Eap = 0.5 V) (Lalaurette et al., 

2009) 

DF-MEC 64 Corn stock 3.43 (Eap = 0.8 V) (Li et al., 2014b) 

AD4)-MEC - Food waste 4.86 (Eap = 0.8 V) (Huang et al., 2020) 

TEG5)-MEC 172 Acetate 0.16 (Chen et al., 2016) 

TEG-MEC 44 Acetate 0.75 (Jain & He, 2020b) 

TEG-MEC 46 Acetate 0.25 (Jain & He, 2020a) 

MFC7)-MEC 900 Acetate 0.015 (Sun et al., 2008) 

MFC-MEC 900 Acetate 0.014 (Sun et al., 2009) 

DF-MFC-MEC 72 Cellulose 0.48 (Wang et al., 2011) 

MFC-MEC7) 98) Acetate 0.032 (Zhang & 

Angelidaki, 2012) 

MFC-Capacitor-MEC 28 Acetate 0.72 (Hatzell et al., 2013) 

MFC-MEC 84 μL Glucose 0.09 (Fadakar et al., 2020) 

MREC 60 Acetate 0.8 (Kim & Logan, 

2011a) 

MREC7) 60 Acetate 1.6 (Nam et al., 2012) 

MREC 315 Wastewater 0.9 (Watson et al., 2015) 

MREC 56 Acetate 0.9 (Hidayat et al., 2017) 

PRO8)-MEC 280 Acetate 0.016 (Eap = 0.8 V) (Yuan et al., 2015) 

1) MEC: Microbial electrolysis cell; 2) Eap: Applied voltage; 3) DF: Dark fermentation; 4) AD: Anaerobic 3 
digestion; 5) TEG: Thermoelectric generator; 6) MFC: Microbial fuel cell; 7) Submergible-type reactor; 8) The 4 
volume of cathode compartment 5 


